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Abstract—Users utilize information visualization tools to explore
their multivariate data in two- and three-dimensional environ-
ments in order to uncover patterns, form hypotheses or pursue
questions of interest; they filter, search, zoom, and interact with
the data. We first present a short survey of interactive selection
mechanisms for information visualization and related work. We
follow with our panoramic range slider and show the examples
of its application and utility and present results of a case study.
Finally, we elucidate on the advantages that the panoramic range
slider can provide while identifying areas of further refinement.
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data interaction; query inversion; visualization interaction; graph-
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the exponential increase in scale and amount of data
generated follows the need for tools for dynamic and intuitive
interaction. Users want to be able to formulate their strategies,
pose questions and uncover patterns of interest, to identify
information hidden in such data. Information visualization is
an effective means of making sense of multivariate data. We
typically utilize the two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional
(3D) space to plot data records as dots, bars, lines and glyphs,
mapping dimensions to position, size, shape, color and, in
some cases, motion. Interactivity with these data increases the
utilization of the human visual perception, providing for a more
meaningful analysis of the data [1].

Dynamic queries using interactive tools are a powerful
means of data interaction, due to their visual nature and
support for incremental, rapid visual actions on the data. They
can elucidate global trends, and help find answers to specific
questions [2]. These queries are formulated using widgets such
as sliders, buttons and check boxes. Dynamic HomeFinder
[3] was one of the first systems that successfully integrated
dynamic queries into visualization.

A variety of techniques are utilized for exploratory analysis
of data sets. Users commonly seek an answer to the question
”What is the typical behavior of the system from which we are
collecting data?”. In such cases, the user is interested in data
which is bound by some range specified in terms of a central
tendency and variance. However, users sometimes look for data
that deviates significantly from the norm (outliers).

An example of this can be seen during analysis of dif-
ferential gene expression data, where interesting records are
not representative of the majority of the data. In this kind of

analysis, two or more microarray samples are taken with the
intent of discovering genes which show significant changes in
regulation, and the underlying hypothesis is that these genes
belong to one or more biological pathways [4]. The expectation
is that comparatively few genes will show regulatory changes,
so outliers typically become objects of intense study.

While differential gene expression experiments are a good
example of an outlier-based approach, there are other instances
where this sort of analysis is warranted. For instance, an
educational institution focused on improving standardized test
scores (either globally or within some demographic) might
wish to approach the task by either determining steps taken
by the top-scoring students, which typically do not represent
the majority of test-takers. For instance, in 2009, the average
composite score for the American College Testing assessment
was 21.1, while participants receiving the maximum score of
36 represented 0.04307% of all participants [5]. Since college
admission and scholarship awards are often based on scores
received on such tests, it is within these institutions’ best
interest to analyze the behavior of the outliers to claim notable
improvements in their own population.

Finally, there exists the possibility of interaction with a
measure that is intrinsically modular. Interaction with a closed
dimension (a finite yet unbounded dimension such as degree
measure or clock time) is an example of such a phenomenon.
In these cases, we are dealing with half-open intervals of the
form [0, n), where xn ≡ 0, x ∈ Z.

We present a brief overview of dynamic interactive queries,
focusing on the scrollbar and slider metaphors. We discuss
related work and present our panoramic range slider that can
be utilized for selection in both closed and open intervals.
Additionally, we show examples of its application using real-
life multivariate datasets and conclude with a brief case study.
Finally, we postulate several use cases for the panoramic range
slider and discuss future research directions.

II. RELATED WORK

Several continuous-domain controls in computing are
metaphors for analog devices. For instance, the slider con-
cept shares much in common with linear potentiometers (or
”faders”) and its availability is nearly ubiquitous. Sliders
are typically implemented as discrete controls; however, with
sufficient granularity, they can be used to emulate continuous
value selection. Another popular metaphor is the dial concept,
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which is a metaphor for a radial potentiometer and is a core
control in the Qt GUI framework [6]. Thumbwheels (or rollers)
are another radial form of continuous input that (while less
commonly implemented) can be found in various GUI toolkits
[7]–[9]. AlphaSlider [10] is a query device that allows users
to select one item from an alphabetically arranged list without
using a keyboard.

These metaphors are useful for input of a single, scalar
value. However, range input is a more difficult task to approach
because there are few metaphors for which a tangible analog
instrument exists. A commonly provided form of range-based
input includes the scrollbar concept, which can provide input
specifying a range with a fixed width. The piano roll metaphor
commonly found in music production software (such as FL
Studio [11], Reason [12], and Rosegarden [13]) is continuous
with respect to time and is based off of the recording media
used for player pianos. The piano roll also has an interesting
property: its ability to effectively visualize the content of the
underlying document. Daschelt et al. provide a method of
facet-based navigation called FacetZoom [14] based on a stack
of one-dimensional treemaps that is suitable for navigating
(amongst other things) textual data.

A. Interval-Based Interaction

The above range-based controls show weaknesses when
attempting to manipulate numeric intervals. The piano roll
metaphor may be useful for time-domain visualization and
manipulation; however, these are vector data, and numeric
intervals tend to be a subset of a scalar domain. Scrollbars
allow for the positioning of ranges, but do not intrinsically
permit selection of range width. Finally, FacetZoom [14] works
best with a finite subset of its underlying domain, as it was
designed to expedite navigation to a single datum rather than
a range of data.

A range slider (Fig. 1) is a control used to specify con-
tinuous intervals. On the left is a minimum bound indicator
a (Fig. 1.a), and on the right, the maximum bound indicator
c (Fig. 1.c). The space occupied by the combination of the
bound indicators and the thumb represents a subinterval of the
interval [0, 1] (Fig. 1.d). Suppose that the bounds indicators
have a width of wb, that the thumb has a width wt, and that
the bounding area has a width w. Let xa denote the position
of the left side of a, and xc denote the right side of c. Then,
the range slider represents the closed interval [xa/w, xc/w],
and wt = xc − (xa + 2wb).

Range sliders share much in common with the scrollbar
metaphor, although a notable difference arises out of its usage.
Like a scrollbar, a range slider consists of a thumb (or slider,
Fig. 1.b) that is free to move within a rectangular bounding
area (Fig. 1.d). Unlike a scrollbar, the two buttons (the bound
indicators) associated with a range slider are connected to the
thumb and define its width. Common applications of range
sliders focus on filtering a range of records. Becker [15]
used a double-edged slider with upper and lower thresholds
on network maps, Eick et al. [16] used a categorical slider
on software displays for selecting an arbitrary subset from
hundreds of time-ordered software modifications, and Ahlberg
[17] used a suite of double-edged sliders for FilmFinder.
Spotfire [18] was the first commercially successful informa-

da b c

Figure 1. A range slider consists of several parts: a) minimum bound
indicator, b) thumb, c) maximum bound indicator, and d) bounding region.
The interval depicted is [a, c].

tion visualization tool based on traditional dynamic queries
utilizing range sliders.

The pie of time [19] is a circular range slider widget that
allows selection of times of day. The inner circle has the full 24
hour cycle around its perimeter. The hours can be individually
switched on or off and a range of hours can be clicked and
dragged to enable/disable them. The radial range selector is
a similar concept by Till Nagel [20], and gives the ability to
select a range on any circular, repetitive event data, such as the
time of day, weeks or seasons, and other circular data (such
as angles, etc.).

Over the past couple of decades range sliders have been
extended to spatial data to interactively select records within
spatial proximity, such as the TrapezoidBox [21]. The Trape-
zoidBox interface allows the users to combine related query
results using interactions. For medical data sets, Müller et al.
utilized a brushing histogram view overlaid with a value range
as a histogram, on which the user can make a selection [22]. A
study of dynamic query sliders versus the brushing histograms
was done by Li et al. [23] where they used both in an empirical
experiment on a geographic data visualization tool. A user
study led them to believe that the brushing histograms were su-
perior for complex discovery tasks. A number of similar range-
based selection mechanisms have been introduced, including
parallel coordinate displays where each axis is a controlled
attribute range, queries for temporal variations, peaks, valleys
and slopes, and their selection includes not only the mouse
and keyboard, but touch, gesture and speech. Readers are
encouraged to visit [24] for a full taxonomy of interactive
dynamic tools for visual analysis.

B. Problem Analysis

The range slider metaphor is applicable for both closed
and open intervals. However, it may be useful to exclude a
range, such that for all x, x /∈ [a, c], or equivalently, x ∈
[0.0, a)∪(c, 1.0]. A naı̈ve solution to this might involve linking
a checkbox to the inverted interpretation of a traditional range
slider, as seen in Fig. 2. When the control is used in a nested
list of checkboxes, problems can occur. There, it is not clear
what the checkbox affords: does the checkbox afford inversion,
or (as an example) the domain’s consideration for a dynamic
query? It is also unclear what the checked state means even in
the context where it is known to be associated with the slider.

This problem could (in part) be resolved by descriptive
text provided by a label or tooltip; with a label, ambiguity is
mitigated at the cost of increased usage of the display medium.
Tooltips could also be used in this capacity (albeit with some
introduction of delay) but this method does not lend itself
well to environments which lack a mouse cursor (such as
mobile devices). This control invites error, either in the form
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Figure 2. A possible incarnation of a range slider affording inversion by
using a checkbox to toggle the inverted state. This method may not cascade
well in nested lists involving other checkboxes.

da b c

¬

Figure 3. A slight improvement on the modal approach to range slider
inversion is provided by replacing the checkbox with a push-button. The effect
of the control is no longer ambiguous, but mode errors are still possible.

of misinterpretation of the checkbox’s function or in the form
of mode error.

Recognizing that the checkbox is being used in a modal
capacity, a possible improvement might be to replace the
checkbox with a push-button depicting a glyph that explicitly
labels the mode (Fig. 3). The button remains depressed during
inversion; otherwise, it is raised. If an appropriate glyph is
chosen, there is no longer any question as to what the control
affords, and the mode of the slider can be discerned from the
state of the button. This method also happens to violate the ex-
pected behavior of push-buttons in some environments (where
they are monostable controls and the push state is expected to
be transient) [25]–[27]. Some user interface (UI) toolkits do
provide for bistable push-button controls [6], where it might
be acceptable for a push-button to maintain a depressed state;
however, while it allegedly improves upon the initial checkbox
design, the construction presented in Fig. 3 still leaves the
possibility for mode error.

A better alternative to prevent mode error would be remov-
ing the mode controlling inversion to begin with. One such
example of this is the radial range selector presented by Nagel
[20]. There are no modes implied in its design, and although no
mechanism for range inversion is presented, it can be afforded
by reversing the bound indicators. This control was designed
with interaction of closed dimensions in mind, and in principle,
it could be used with open dimensions as well.

However, there exist a number of issues which make it
less useful in the latter capacity. Because it is designed to
interact with cyclic data, there is no indication where the
interface between the bounds (l and h) of an open dimension
is. While intuition might tell us that this position is at 12:00,
this point could (in principle) be anywhere, including the
3:00 position associated with a traditional Cartesian plot of
(x, y)θ = (cos θ, sin θ). Without any indication of this position,
it would lead us to believe that the notion of a start position
is arbitrary, but this is not the case with an open dimension,
as they have a precise lower and upper bound.

This issue might be solved by explicitly marking this
interface (as depicted in Fig. 4), but that introduces another
problem. The presence of this boundary implies (by reasoning
analogous to the interpretation of a clock face) that the lower
(l) and upper (h) bounds are equivalent; again, this is not
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Figure 4. An augmented radial slider with a bound interface indicator. a) The
interquartile range is selected. b) The inverse of (a), the extremes, is selected.
c) A selection with an ambiguous lower bound because the domain boundaries
(l, h) overlap.

so with an open dimension. While this affords an inverted
range where including the extremes would be desirable, it also
affords inconsistent behavior of that interface.

Consider the use case where a radial range slider is used
to filter property values. Any interval within the interquartile
range is unambiguous: knowing that the interface represents
the absolute bounds, we assume that the selection opposite to
it must represent some range in the middle of the absolute
range. It might be useful for the user to query values within
the interquartile range of property values; such a selection
is easily recognized because the semicircle opposite to the
bounds indicator must indicate this half of the range (Fig.
4.a). Likewise, it might be desirable to look at the extremes
in the data by inverting the selection; again, the semicircle
intersecting the bound interface succinctly depicts this (Fig.
4.b).

When the selection sits on the threshold of the bound
indicator, difficulty in interpretation can arise (Fig. 4.c). Here,
a selection of the lowest value is probably intended, but it is
questionable whether or not the highest value is also selected,
because it shares the interface with the lowest value. This is
a consequence of the metaphor. For a closed dimension, this
is the expected and proper behavior: after all, 0◦ ≡ 360◦ in
degree measure, and 0:00 ≡ 24:00 on the face of a clock. Thus,
regardless of the direction of the approach, the limit at any
point is preserved, because the two values are (by definition)
the same.

This is not the case with an open dimension. Here, the
interface represents a jump discontinuity where the limits from
either side are not equal; the interface (in fact) represents
values with maximal distance. A reasonable interpretation of
Fig. 4.c might conditionally represent either extreme based on
the limit of the opposite direction to the handle, but this now
overloads the behavior of the interface, because intersecting
the interface indicator will represent two values.
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III. PANORAMIC RANGE SLIDERS

While the radial range slider has issues, it has several
appealing properties. Firstly, the selection range (with the
expectation of the discontinuity at the bound interface) is clear,
and this reduces the need for a mode to specify inversion. The
lack of a mode is also appealing. If we could indicate for the
open dimension that there was a definite, non-equal bound, we
would solve one of the primary issues with the radial range
slider. Thus, we utilize the linear depiction of the range.

One question that arises is how to visually depict inversion
of the selected range. This can be shown by having the arrows
on a classic range slider point inwards and to provide a thumb
on both extremes of the bounding area (Fig. 5). The area
represented by d is left unshaded to indicate that it is not
part of the selection. We name the semantic extension of this
metaphor a ”panoramic range slider” due to its similarity to
360◦ panoramic photographs.

If one glues together the left and and right edges of the
bounding area, an annulus is formed. Let τ be any point in
R along the circumference of the outer rim, such that τ = 0
denotes the point where the bounding area was joined, and let
τl and τh respectively represent the positions of the lower and
upper bounds. The mapping to the interval [0.0, 1.0) can be
calculated by the bijection τ(θ) = θ/2π.

As with the traditional range slider, the resulting range is
a subset P of [0.0, 1.0]. However, the circles are themselves
modular in nature, such that any value of θ can be mapped
to [0.0, 2π) via the binary operator ”x fmod y”. The fmod
operator is surjective and is defined by (1). Thus, P can be
defined as the set specified by (2).

x fmod y ≡ x− ybx/yc (1)

P ≡ ∀θ ∈ (R|xl < θ < xl + xh),∃x ∈ [0, 1] : τ(θ fmod 2π).
(2)

In this sense, the range slider as presented in Fig. 5 is
somewhat like the ancient symbol Ouroboros, which depicts a
snake eating its own tail. However, we find that if we straighten
out this proverbial ”snake” by ungluing the vertices at the new
boundary, one may occasionally obtain two non-null subsets of
P: the set [0, a) and the set (c, 1]. This happens when xa > xc,
or when the minimum is greater than the maximum. We refer
to this state as ”negated state”, such that the slider is interpreted
to mean x /∈ [a, c].

It should be noted that the underlying dimension need not
be intrinsically modular, just that it must be totally ordered
and have definite bounds. By gluing the bounds together,
the range slider is in principle the radial slider presented in
Fig. 4. However, the linearization offers two new pieces of
information. The range covered by the two handles is the range
that will be selected; it is also apparent that there is a minimum
and maximum in this range.

There are several ways that we suggest the slider could
enter a negated state. One is to cross the bound indicators
over another (e.g., moving the maximum indicator before the
minimum indicator); another way is to move the thumb beyond

dabl c bh

Figure 5. A panoramic range slider in negated state. The interval depicted
is [0.0, l) ∪ (h, 1.0]. A panoramic range slider is a linear realization of the
radial range slider control in Fig. 4. Note that in its negated state, there are
two handles (shown here as bl and bh).

the bounding region. Both of these methods have a severe
drawback, as the user must carefully reposition the bound in
an attempt to enter negated state, likely leaving an interval with
different bounds and introducing error. Alternative mechanisms
for triggering inversion are possible, however; in an environ-
ment for which a keyboard is present, the use of quasi-modal
interaction (such as ctrl-click) can quickly and accurately result
in the inversion. Other possible mechanisms include selection
via an entry in a context menu.

IV. EVALUATION

As a proof of concept, we have chosen to apply these
techniques to a data set containing both open and closed
dimensions. We generated a synthetic data set containing
10,000 randomly-generated samples of the tuple (x ∈ Z, y ∈
Z, z ∈ Z, r ∈ R, θ ∈ R). Each point is constrained within
a maximum radius R and maximum height Z, such that
0 ≤ r ≤ R and 0 ≤ z ≤ Z. Thus, a cylinder of radius R
and height Z is a convex set encapsulating the data, and the
points have Euclidean coordinates (x = br cos θc, br sin θc, z).
It should be noted that the data is devoid of semantics, and
the task at hand is the selection of regions within that convex
set.

The range sliders contribute to a 5-volume (the bounding
volume) which consists of the bounds of four open dimensions
and the closed dimension θ (Fig. 6). Intervals for r, θ and
z can be combined to form a bounding volume specified
by an annular sector prism. It is reasonable that r and z
can be specified as open dimensions without any loss in
usability, since these dimensions do not require modularity.
A traditional range slider provides a proper subset of possible
bounding prisms because it can hand intervals for θ such that
θl ≤ θh. However, when θl > θh, two bounding prisms must
be employed: one which that represents the interval [0, θh] and
one that represents the interval [θl, 1.0].

The lack of modular behavior in the traditional range slider
can interfere with the effective specification of the endpoints
of the bounding prism. For instance, the disjoint nature of the
two bounding prisms means that it is possible to accidentally
specify two separate bounding prisms rather than the two
intersecting ones. Secondly, in a complex data query, we are
usually interested in the intersection of records which fit each
constraint in the data query. However, a special exception to
the semantics of the data query must be made to treat the
two range sliders as a union and causes some difficulty in
understanding the semantics of the query.

An alternative method is to duplicate each record, and
to substitute θ with θ+360 in the duplicate. This method
doubles the range of θ and therefore permits a single range
slider to encapsulate the selected range; this results in data
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Figure 6. A collage of various selections for the above data set (records
colored by radius). The second and third selections cannot be expressed by a
single ordinary range slider per dimension.

redundancy, which may require infeasible amounts of CPU
time and memory for large data sets.

Panoramic range sliders address this problem because the
underlying abstraction involves a closed dimension. The query
is simplified because the disjunction is not directly exposed to
the user. A single panoramic range slider produces a single
set which has exactly two bounds to be manipulated by the
user (Fig. 6, Fig. 7). Thus, while it is reasonable to view the
resulting set as the union [0, θh]∪ [θl, 1], the modular nature of
the control also means that the user views the set as a single
interval [θl, θh + 2π] when τl > τh.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the behavior of the panoramic range
slider. The first selection captures the entire data set. The
second selection demonstrates both traditional range slider
behavior (applied to the angle) and sliders with negated state.
The third selection is similar, but it negates the angle. Neither
of these are afforded by the ordinary range slider, which
requires the interval to be contiguous. Accurate inversion is
afforded by a hotkey (Fig. 7).

In both Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, neither the dimension θ+360 nor
data duplication is necessary when using a panoramic range
slider. Because θ is inherently modular, it fits the concept of
the panoramic range slider extremely well. Furthermore, the
complement of the bounding volume is easily obtained by
inverting both the z, r, and θ components (Fig. 6).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The addition of modularity to range sliders provides greater
control over how data is filtered in several ways. First,
panoramic range sliders permit the concept of excluding data
that falls within a given interval in addition to the inclusive
approach taken by traditional range sliders. Secondly, it allows
inherently closed dimensions to be represented in a way that

Figure 7. Various selection bounds on the data presented in Fig. 6 using only
the three range sliders provided in the data query. The second angle dimension
is no longer necessary and can be omitted from the data entirely.

reflects their modular nature. Finally, it preserves bounds,
making it simpler to determine what the effective bounds
represented by the data are.

The data set used during the evaluation has served as a
viable proving ground for these properties for two reasons.
The data set is sufficiently large: in the case of the provided
data set, a high degree of occlusion can be seen such that
interior records are difficult to investigate. The data set is also
dense: in this data set, it is uncommon to find a record without
a neighbor close by.

Several panoramic range sliders in concert provide the
ability to create complex bounding volumes. In that case, we
were able to create several bounding solids permitting us to
perform a variety of queries based on three dimensions alone.
Complementary solids can also be formed, since the range
slider permits inversion.

In the future, we intend to perform a detailed user study
focusing on user interaction with panoramic range sliders. In
addition to comparing the modular range slider to its traditional
variant, we will compare it to other continuous, interval-based
input controls. Finally, we intend to investigate methods of
further improving the panoramic range slider by including
widgets such as context menus to provide exact input or lock
the behavior of the panoramic range slider.
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